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iCHURCH: CHURCH WEBSITE DESIGN
INTRODUCTION
A church website is just one tool of many from our culture that aids in introducing a
church to its surrounding community, but it is not the secret to increasing church size. A
fancy church website is not a substitution for visitation, outreach, a friendly environment,
or the evangelistic outreach of the Great Commission. A website is only a tool and
support to these vital qualities of a church. Websites do not fix church flaws. If anything,
they expose them even more. Remember that “updated” calendar you saw on one site
that has not changed since 1942? It communicates that a church is not doing things
decently and in order.
On a personal note, this writer has found it very difficult to find guidance for building a
church website from conservative, trustworthy sources that do not violate sound
doctrine or a conservative, traditional, or fundamental philosophy of ministry. The most
popular church websites belong to New Evangelical churches that have no motivation to
promote conservative music, doctrinal teaching and preaching, a clear definition of the
gospel, or worship that centers around the Lord instead of the seeker. This writing is
born out of that frustration with the hope of encouraging conservative churches to have
effective, yet uncompromising church websites.

MARKETING 101
It must be understood that a website is not a Biblical or Christian apparatus. It is a
secular marketing and informational tool intended to market a particular service,
product, or type of information. It has been often said that a website is the most
important marketing tool a company has. A website is the place where a company has a
captive audience and an opportunity to communicate a story. Many Christians and
pastors run away from discussions about marketing the church since it seems to
cheapen the gospel and dilute a sound, doctrinal message. These are very valid
concerns that should be taken seriously, but a website’s value and morality is based
upon its content. This secular tool can be used to promote, inform, and advertise a
ministry for the glory of God.
The simplest definition of marketing is the outward communication and promotion of
corporate goals. A church website can communicate and promote the goals of a church.
That does not mean a website must sell or cheapen the message of Scripture.
Therefore, a website can be an excellent tool to communicate the need for salvation,
attract new attenders, and even disciple current members. When referring to marketing
in this publication, this is what is in mind. The goal is to deepen the impact of church
ministry without diluting a biblical message.
For the purpose of this writing, we will consider five goals of an effective church website.
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GOAL ONE: UNDERSTAND WEBSITE BASICS
A website is a virtual location on the World Wide Web. Just like a home has a street
address and rooms, a website has a street address called the “domain name” and
rooms called “pages.” For example, New England Shores Baptist Church meets at 69
High Street in Hampton, NH. The online home address (domain name) for New England
Shores Baptist Church is “www.hamptonchurch.com”. A domain name must be
registered (purchased) on an annual basis.
New England Shores Baptist Church’s rental facility has an auditorium, kitchen, nursery,
bathrooms, and other rooms that provide specific functions. A website has pages that
provide specific functions. The URL (uniform resource locator) is a reference to all the
rooms or pages of a website. The URL directs people to a specific page on the domain
name. If a user wants to listen to sermons on our church website, he visits a specific
URL (www.hamptonchurch.com/sermons).
Just as a home sits on a plot of land, a website sits on a plot of land owned by a “web
host.” Each month, the plot is rented from the web host for an agreed fee. Examples
would be IX Web Hosting, GoDaddy, Wix, Bluehost, Weebly, and many more. The price
is dependent upon how much the web host charges based upon how much work is
done. Just as a contractor is paid to build a home, some web hosts offer services to
build websites. These services can be up to $2,500 just for the design and building of
the site. The monthly hosting fee is dependent upon who does the work to update the
site each month. Wix sites are relatively inexpensive ($15/mo) because the user builds
and edits the website based upon pre-formed design templates. In the past, our church
has used Build A Church Website. Their monthly fee was $49.95/mo because they do all
the updating and changes for users who are not familiar with website design and
maintenance. In an attempt to be frugal, many people want a $49.95/mo website for
$15/mo. This is unfair to the web host. The web host must employ someone to design,
build, and maintain the website, which takes skill and time.
Websites do not serve as phone listings or advertisements. If you desire for people to
have your church phone number and service times, buy an ad in the phonebook or
newspaper. A website is a window for people to peer into your church and see
what is going on without the anxiety of visiting a new church for the first time. A
website can positively and negatively communicate who you are, what you do, and what
you believe without a single word. What is it you want to communicate to the world?
What does your current website communicate to the world?
With recent advancements in technology, creating an attractive website is relatively
easy since many free templates and software programs are available. The goal of this
publication is not to help make a pretty website, but rather to help make a website that
reflects the mission, values, and message to a specific audience. Having a pretty
website does not mean people will flood the doors of a church. A website is a waste of
money, time, and labor if it cannot accomplish its intended purpose.
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GOAL TWO:UNDERSTAND INTERNET BASICS
The Internet is a massive network of networks. It connects millions of computers
together globally, forming a network in which any computer can communicate with
another computer as long as they are both connected to the Internet. Information that
travels over the Internet is sent in a variety of digital languages known as protocols. The
World Wide Web is a way of accessing information stored on the Internet. The Web
essentially takes the languages of the Internet and uses software to translate the
language for the user. Some examples of this software are web browsers such as
Google Chrome, Firefox, Safari, or Internet Explorer. The Web is also just one way to
access the Internet. Email and instant messaging are other examples.
What does this information have to do with a church website? Imagine that you just
finished building a new home. The plot of land is purchased, the foundation is laid, and
the construction is finished. Since you want everyone in your town to come and visit,
you put out an open house sign, brew some coffee, and get ready. You soon discover
that very few people driving by, if any, visit your home. Your friends stop by and love
your house, but you are disappointed that your new neighbors and people in you area
show little to no interest in visiting the home of a total stranger. That scenario applies to
a website as well. It can take up space on the internet and even look very attractive, but
you must have goals, activities, and information that are placed upon the Internet
correctly and use the Web effectively to reach a desired audience. This is why a website
is nothing like buying an ad in the newspaper.
Drawing traffic to a website is a long, and difficult task that takes days, weeks, months,
and years. Compounded with the fact that Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont have
the lowest church attendance of the states, New England churches are at a serious
disadvantage for web traffic. Recent studies suggest that 2%-3% of New Englanders
attend evangelical churches each Sunday. The state of Maine has roughly 1.33 million
residents living in over 35,000 square miles. Statistically, that means there is just one
evangelical Christian per square mile. Getting that one person to visit the website of an
independent, fundamental, Baptistic church is no small task. Getting website visitors to
initiate a step of visiting your church is much more difficult.

GOAL THREE: COUNT THE COST
The cost of a website is not only a fee every month. It is also the labor that is needed to
maintain an excellent representation of a ministry that glorifies the Lord. Before building
a church website, count the costs. A church’s website can end up doing the exact
opposite of what is intended. Have you ever considered that your church website may
be driving people away from church instead of to it? According to statistics published in
2015 (prochurchtools.com), there are three facts that churches need to understand
before building a website.
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1. You are being judged. Nearly half (46%) of people say a website’s design is
their number one criterion for determining the credibility of an organization.
Visitors conclude that if a church website is poorly done, the church itself is poor.
2. You might be rejected. It is shocking that 94% of people cited poor web design
as the reason they mistrusted or rejected a website’s content. On average,
visitors will evaluate your site within 10 seconds and click to another site if the
evaluation is negative. Those 10 seconds are vital in making a good first
impression.
3. Church websites are important. In 2012, 46% of church attenders said that a
church’s website was important in picking a church to visit. In fact, 33% of people
said that the internet was the first place where they learned about their church.
These statistics will only rise as technology becomes easier to use and more
accessible. With recent trends in smartphones and tablets dominating the
market, it is now important to not only have one church website, but two sites so
mobile viewers can quickly load your site with minimal data usage.
Approximately 80% of first time visitors will check out a church’s website before visiting.
This is why church websites must be done well, clean and attractive, up to date,
represent a philosophy of ministry, and communicate an appropriate message. Unless
you can do these things well, avoid putting a poor representation of your church and
Christ on the internet.

GOAL FOUR: LAY THE FOUNDATION
Laying the foundation will be the most time consuming and important step in building a
new website. A home builder must make sure a new home has the proper support and
foundation to withstand the test of time. A website must have a sure foundation as well.
Principle 1: Website design does not start with the web.
Continuing with the illustration of construction, a home does not begin with random
lumber and paint. It requires a blueprint and foundation. Imagine taking the time to
plan out a house to your liking. You choose a contractor based upon pictures in the
company’s portfolio. To save money, you send the contractor home but ask to use
his tools and materials. Since there is no foundation or blueprint, you decide to wing
it as you go along using pictures as your guide. When you are finally done, your
contraption resembles the pictures, sort of. The colors are vibrant. The family
pictures on the wall look great. Even the walls look trendy, but is this a house you
want to live in? Is this a house that brings glory to God?
I am not suggesting that churches must hire a professional to build a quality website.
Many people build houses with the help of a contractor doing the major work while
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the finish work is left up to the home owner. For those who know nothing about web
design, perhaps this is a better model. There are inexpensive ways to lay a
foundation and follow a blueprint while you build. After all, 80% of people who visit
churches view websites long before they enter the church doors. Shouldn’t a website
at least be built decently and in order (1 Cor. 14:40)?
Begin a website with a plan. Not having a plan may produce something trendy and
attractive, but it will not be a successful tool in communicating the identity of your
church. The results can be a waste of money, effort, and time. Here are four steps to
consider prior to building a website:
1. If possible, establish a website team led by a champion. This is not always
possible in smaller churches, but it should be the goal. A website is a difficult
responsibility for just one person to take on. It can also be inconvenient if only
one person has the ability to update the website. What if only one member of the
church had keys to the building and it was not the pastor? Lapses, incorrect data,
and outdated information are poor testimonies to visitors. The reason a champion
is needed is because there must be one, clear voice that upholds a church’s
philosophy of ministry. While every member of a web team may not be able to
build a full site, each member should learn how to do basic updates.
2. Consider a marketing strategy. Again, websites are a creation of a secular
society and are not inherently wrong to use in the promotion of a ministry. If
marketing is the outward communication and promotion of corporate goals,
website visitors should be presented with information in an organized, attractive,
cohesive, and purposeful manner. Since a website is a window into a church,
the site should also match your church. Visitors should gain a familiarity with
the church family. The website should be unified in theme with the church
bulletin, the welcome brochure, church stationary, welcome letters, or
letterheads. This communicates excellence.
3. Consider designing a logo. Whether we like it or not,
the modern English language is being reduced to
images and pictures. The emoji was born out of chat,
messaging, and texting. The more that our society
evolves or degrades, depending upon perspective, a
picture is still worth a thousand words. While some
visitors to a website will read the text, the vast majority
will form an opinion from pictures. One picture can forge
an identity for an entire ministry. The purpose of a
logo is to reflect the church’s identity to the
surrounding community because people
remember pictures over words. A logo
communicates the calling and core values specific
to the identity of a church and should reflect the
identity of the community appropriately. For example, people who live in
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Hampton, NH are familiar with a logo in the form of a wave because it is a beach
community. Adding a cross to that wave immediately adds an element of
identification that “Hamptonites” can understand. The cross stands for a
particular meaning while the wave does as well. A mountain logo would make no
sense. This logo is the public picture that the community will learn to use to
identify a church.

4. Consider a public mission statement. What is your church all about? What are
its goals and what do they communicate to a visitor seeking a new church? A
mission statement, slogan, or motto can communicate a church’s philosophy of
ministry to a visitor quickly. Do not seek something hip, cool, or trendy.
Communicate biblical truths that are priorities of your church. In the last seven
years, NESBC has used “Preaching Christ. Practicing Christ-likeness.” to
communicate that we seek to practice evangelism and discipleship in our
ministry. We recently updated this statement to: “Standing without apology on the
Cross of Christ and the Fundamentals of the Faith.” We have noticed that most
visitors who come to our church website are already familiar with evangelical or
fundamental Christianity. They understand what it means to unapologetically
preach the gospel (something becoming more rare) and represent
Fundamentalism. This also gives us an opportunity to define the term
“Fundamental” that has been hijacked by the KJV-Only Movement, Convergents,
Neo Fundamentalists, Young Fundamentalists, and Progressive Fundamentalists
movements. We also use Ephesians 4:12 as a biblical declaration of our
ministry's purpose. “For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry,
for the edifying of the body of Christ.”
Principle 2: Identify one audience you seek to reach with the website, and clarify
the message you want them to understand.
This is perhaps the most overlooked portion of church websites. There are three
distinct audiences to choose from when building a website. This writer suggest that
you choose just one and add in others when the first audience has been
successfully reached.
1. The Unsaved. Some websites are built for the purpose of presenting the gospel
to the lost. The language must be simple, clear, and concise. Christians often do
not realize they speak in “Christian-ese,” a language that the unchurched do not
understand. It is rare to hear of stories about unsaved people accepting Christ
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because of a church website’s information. Nevertheless, this can be a very
valuable ministry if done well.
2. The Religious/Saved. There may be “religious” people who are visiting church
websites in search of clarity. They are not necessarily seeking the gospel
message, but rather a church that teaches the Bible and gives them answers to
life’s difficult questions, or a new church to attend.
3. Church Members. Church members who like to monitor, participate, and gain
information about their own church on a website are becoming more popular.
They can be provided with live church services, event information, activities, live
chat and Bible study, information and discussion forums, and online Bible
studies.
All church websites will contain some information for all three of these audiences,
but there should be a clear objective for a specific audience that is more important
than the others. Doing a poor job of trying to reach everyone will be successful
in reaching no one. Identify the audience you desire to reach, and target that
audience. Here are a list of questions that need answering prior to building a church
website:
Who is my audience and what message do I want to send to them?
What does my audience do online?
How fast is my audience’s internet speed?
How technically savvy is my audience?
What does my audience use more often: phone calls, email, or texting?
Where does my audience congregate online (Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat,
Instagram, Pinterest, etc…)? Can I reach them there?
What device does my audience use to view my website?
Remember to keep it simple. There is no need to have the world’s most
technologically advanced website with all the latest gadgets and gizmos. If only 10%
of your audience is technically savvy, limit your time on the techie toys to something
proportionate. If the majority of your audience still loves snail mail, printed-on-paper
newsletter, or reads the newspaper, your website might need to be a tiny percentage
of your time and effort. There’s no sense building something nobody will use.
Principle 3: Hit The Waves
Surfing is a reference to searching the web. The goal is to make observations of
successes and failures of different websites. The goal is to surf the internet to get
inspiration.
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1. Use Google, Bing, or Yahoo to search for churches in your area (my city/town,
state initials, and “church”). Keep the search generic by not using a
denominational or associational name. Now take some time to review the first ten
websites that your search produced and ask the following questions:
What is my first reaction after viewing the site for 10 seconds?
What is the overall theme that the site is communicating?
If I am intending to visit this church on Sunday, is the information that I need
clear and easy to find?
According to what you see, what is most important to this church?
What philosophy of ministry is evident to you?
What does the church think about the Bible?
What is the church’s definition of the Gospel?
Is the website’s language easy to understand for both believers and
unbelievers?
Do you have a general idea about what this church believes after reading
their home page?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of this website?
2. Use Google to now search for local websites that define the culture, area,
scenery, architecture, or social life around your church. Look at local businesses
and nonprofits. Make note of what identifies the community in which your church
is located. Use these bonds to reach your community for Christ.
What aspects of a site do you appreciate?
What grabs your attention?
Do you know the purpose of the site within ten seconds?
After ten seconds, do you want to stay on the site and get more information?
What would work for your intended audience?
Is the navigation easy or confusing?
Is the of the message/purpose or the site clear?
Take notes so you can avoid the same mistakes.
Notice color schemes that communicate warmth, friendless, and joy. What
palettes are the most attractive to you?

GOAL FIVE: BUILD WITH SIMPLICITY
The time has come to build a website. If you have followed the above steps, you should
have a pretty good idea as to what you want your site to look like. If you are starting with
Goal 5, please go back and read Goals 1-4.
The first task is to choose the right web host in conjunction with the right software for
you. There are thousands of options. This writer has tried many of them and will make
recommendations based upon experience. I recommend using a web host that offers
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free online software to build a website. I do not believe there is a need to purchase
expensive software and create custom templates. I have done that in the past and have
found that as technology changes, bigger and better programs are needed all the time.
A company that offers web hosting and free online software will do all the technology
updates for you. Wix is my favorite web host at this time, but companies like Web.com,
eHost, SITE123, and Weebly are great options too. They all have their strengths and
weaknesses. For me, Wix has the best bang for the buck. If you know how to operate
Microsoft Word, you should be able to build a website.
Step 1: Understand that a church is a group of people, and not a building!
One of the most common errors made on church websites is the glorification of a
building over the miraculous grace of God in people. The church is not made of
wood, siding, bricks, or a steeple. It is people. While a picture of the church building
will need to be on the site so it can be identified, the church building must not be the
focal point of the site. Since a website is a window for people to peer into your
ministry, let them see the real church of God made of flesh and blood and not mortar
and stone. Avoid using stock photos of people. Let people see who you are and
what God has done! If the greatest accomplishment of a church is its building, a
website is the last thing it needs. Make every page about your church people.

Ministry is people and not buildings!
Step 2: Since a website is a window into your church, use it to make visitors
comfortable and familiar so they feel as though they already know you.
We have all experienced the awkwardness of visiting a church for the first time. It is
unfamiliar, out of our comfort zone, and nerve racking. A well-built website can take
the edge off all this.
Who is the first person(s) a visitor will see when visiting for the first time? A
greeter? An usher? The welcome team? Have these people visible with a smile
on the front page of the website.
What are the strengths of your ministry? Put them on display for people to see.
Who are church members that you desire for visitors to meet? Feature their
pictures.
Still use a hymnal with no praise or rock band? Show hymnals. People are
actually looking for them.
Is the Bible your priority? Incorporate it into the site through listed verses and
people holding a bound Bible respectfully.
The intention is to have a visitor feel like he has already met many of the people
in your church. How can you accomplish this on your website?
Do they recognize the pastor or leadership?
What do you want visitors to know when they walk in the door? Show them!
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Step 3: Choose a design, color palette, and template that communicates warmth,
friendliness, and the identity of your church.
Since New England Shores Baptist Church is less than two miles from the ocean,
we feature colors and themes that sync with the ocean. The ocean and sky are blue,
so we use these colors to create an identity. It would make no sense for a church
that is inland to use the same colors and themes.
Incorporate your church building’s color scheme into your website. This presents
your ministry as a united whole. If your church is a traditional New England
church with burgundy cloth and white pews, don’t used website colors unrelated
to your building.
While we do not value the paganism found in modern psychology, there is value
in the observing that colors have an effect on a viewers impression. There is a
reason that the most favorable PowerPoint presentations are blue. Ponder the
following colors.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Blue is calming and conservative.
Green stimulates interaction.
Red conveys passion or a sense of warning (use it sparingly).
Purple promotes royalty and wisdom.
Yellow presents tension.
Black is strong, but cold.
White is pure, fresh, and clean (but can be boring).
Gray is a highlight color that is evasive (neither black nor white). Stones
are gray and cold.
9. Brown shows wealth and class.
Ask what message the colors on your website are sending. Avoid the modern
trend of using black and gray tones that communicate coldness. Having a church
website that matches a headstone is not a great way to introduce your church to
visitors. White is a great foundation for a color palette. It is clean, and safe.
Step 4: List essential information clearly and brightly on the home page.
Visitors should not have to dig deep into your website to find the information they
seek to visit your church. There are two types of people who visit your website. First,
people who want to attend your church. Second, people who might want to attend
your church. Make visiting as easy as possible. The following are essential on the
home page:
The name and city/town/area of your church in the header of every page. For
Example: New England Shores Baptist Church of Hampton, NH. Far too
many churches simply use the church name without some sort of location and
visitors are left wondering where the church is located.
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A Bible verse, mission statement, motto, or slogan briefly explaining the
church’s purpose. NESBC cycles two different ones.
1. Standing without apology on the Cross of Christ and the Fundamentals of
the Faith.
2. For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying
of the body of Christ.
The physical location of the church with directions on the home page. Create
a specific section for a map and address. List the church’s address either in
the header or footer of every page.
Service times. This information should be available almost immediately when
the site loads. People do not want to dig for information. You can also pair the
map and service times together for greater ease. Once the visitor knows
when you meet, the next logical step is to show them where.
Contact information. Make the ability to communicate an easy experience, but
be careful what information is shared. While NESBC’s email address is listed
on site, it is not easy to find, but sending us an email is very easy. Visitors fill
out a form when they select “Contact Us.” The reason for this is to cut down
on spam. Some visitors have the intention to use email addresses for self
promotion. This is not a judgment, but simply an observation. Taking a
moment to fill out a form is easy for a person with the right intention and cuts
down on copying an email and simply adding it to a mass mailing list. A phone
number is also essential.
An abbreviated About Us. Visitors want to know instantly who you are and
what you do without weeding through your doctrinal statement or philosophy
of ministry right away. These separate pages are necessary, but the home
page does need a very brief statement as to who you are and what you
believe. Do not be wordy or use “Christian-ese,” but also, do not be vague.
For example, NESBC identifies as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

We are independent of any convention or association.
We view the Bible as literal and authoritative.
We use traditional, conservative worship with hymns and Bible preaching.
We are not Pentecostal or Charismatic.
We believe Israel and the Church are distinct.
We recognize salvation has always been by grace through faith.

NESBC obviously believes much more than this, but these six points give a
visitor the information they are looking for quickly. Keep it as short as possible
and be willing to simplify.
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Step 5: Create a “Call To Action”
A Call To Action is exactly what is sounds like. You want your visitor to do something
on your website whether it be visiting a specific page, getting more information, or
listening to a sermon. Help the visitor to easily learn more about your church. The
longer visitors spend on your site, the more likely they are to visit your church.
The best Call To Action is a link to a special page that tells the visitor exactly
what they can expect by attending one of your services. This gives you the
opportunity to tell your visitor what are your services are like, how long are
they, your style of worship, the typical attire and child care availability (don’t
overlook the importance of this).
The Call To Action Button should be simple, clear and attention-getting. Make
visitors feel like you created a special page just for them (you did). Some
examples are: “First Time Here?”, “What To Expect”, “New Visitors Enter”…
The Call To Action is the goal of what you want visitors to do when they visit
your website. If the goal of your entire site is to bring visitors through the front
door of the church, design your site with that in mind. Don’t leave visitors
scratching their heads while clicking aimlessly. Call them to visit. Be specific,
clear, and easy.
Step 6: You have eight seconds. Use them wisely to make a great first impression.
As previously stated, the average amount of time a website visitor gives to make a
judgment on whether he wants to stay or move on to another is ten seconds. The
average human attention span is even less at eight seconds. So in eight seconds or
less, make a deep impact on your visitor compelling them to stay. It is not as difficult
as it sounds.
Feature a picture of your community (that you have the rights to) that causes an
emotional reaction the moment someone sees it. This reaction is based upon
appreciation of beauty and familiarity. We are going for, “Hey! I know where that
is. I love that place.”
The more quickly this bond is created, the longer a visitor stays on your site and
develops a positive opinion. Do not overdo it on professional or picturesque type
photos. If using a slide show, immediately move to pictures of church members.
The old adage that a picture is worth a thousand words still holds true. Choose
quality pictures that feature your church family on each page you create.
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Step 7: Create pages with a purpose.
One of the most neglected aspects of a church website is updated, active pages.
Remember that calendar page last updated in 1942? If you cannot keep a page up
to date, do not have that page. Do not create a page simply to have more pages. It
is better to have one page with all the necessary information than five pages that are
difficult to navigate and messy. Here are some tips.
Have all the vital information a visitor needs on a scrolling home page. The days
of the home page acting like a directory for the other pages are gone. Statistics
say that a visitor is most likely to leave a website if the home page is not well laid
out and effective.
Create a visitor’s page that will answer FAQs, give them a familiarity of your
church, and welcome them to visit.
On occasion, some visitors want deeper information regarding doctrinal stands
and church beliefs. Have those pages available.
Have the church’s leadership information available so people know the pastor
and his family. Churches without this information come across as directionless.
Be careful not to honor a man, but rather glorify God.
If you post audio sermons online, make sure to stay current. It is a very poor
testimony to be months or years behind. Make the sermons easy to download
and well organized. If you cannot keep up, do not have the page.
Step 8: Don’t build just one site. Build two.
Technology requires that you not only have a web version of your site, but also a
mobile version of the site for smart phones and tablets. Since these devices use
network data, a mobile site must be slimmed down to essential, relevant, and
attractive information.
The world is shifting to a mobile-first world.
Google now ranks sites higher if they are mobile-friendly.
60% of website visitors will view your site on a mobile device first.
One device does not display a website the same as other devices.
Ask five people in your church to access your current website on their
smartphones and write down the top five things which they found bothersome or
difficult.
Step 9: Change is good.
Not only is change good, but it is expected! Change is another name for updating. A
church website should be updated frequently to show its visitors that there is life,
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care, and attention to detail. This does not mean that the site is rebuilt every few
months. It means that the pictures and content are updated.
Change the main picture that is used to grab attention once every sixty days.
This is not as difficult as it sounds because holidays create themes for pictures.
For example, Christmas provides many opportunities for pictures. This past year,
we decorated NESBC with some pretty Christmas flowers and candles and used
that picture on our website. Our town has a tree lighting ceremony and a
beautiful gazebo that the community comes to see. We used that picture as well.
Easter, Memorial Day, July 4, Labor Day, Veteran’s Day, and Thanksgiving also
lend themselves to picture opportunities that strike an accord with the community.
The search engines are looking for active sites that are updated and refreshed.
Having the same pictures and outdated information will only harm your ministry.
Step 10: Create a system that measure success or failure.
Earlier, I encouraged you to focus on just one main audience for your church
audience. You need to set some goals to determine if you are achieving your
objectives or failing.
If your website is for the purpose of evangelism, how effective is it in reaching
the lost? How many visitors are reading the gospel on your site? This can be
gauged with visitor or google analytics.
If your website is for church members, are they using it? How is your site
benefiting your church?
If your website is for religious or saved people looking for a church, how many
visitors have walked though the front doors of the church because of your
website?
Make S.M.A.R.T. Goals.
1. Specific - This means your goals should
not be simply to increase the size of your
congregation.
2. Measurable - You need to be able to
measure your goals.
3. Achievable - Would you like to double your attendance overnight? Have
the church full every Sunday? Of course you would, but those are not
achievable.
4. Relevant - If you are trying to increase your attendance, track the number
of people that view your website or sign up for your newsletter.
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5. Time-bound - Figure out the length of time needed to meet your goals so
that you can put together the game plan you need to get there.
Here are the SMART goals of NESBC’s website.
1. Create one new contact a month through the website.
2. Transition one visitor a month from the website to a service.
3. Generate five new visitors a day to the website.
4. Generate one new local visitor to the website each day.
5. Evaluate the most visited page on a monthly basis and funnel those
visitors to the visitor page.
Here are other examples of SMART goals.
1. Have at least 75% of our congregation subscribed to the church
newsletter sourced from the website by the end of the year.
2. Have at least 50% of the kids that attend this year’s VBS be unchurched
kids registering through the website.
3. Over the next 3 months, have 25% of visitors to the church indicate on
their first time guest card that they found the church through the website.
4. Encourage church members to invite friends using a special invitation
page for a special church event. Have 50 new visitors view that page prior
to the event.

CONCLUSION
Once your website is built and posted to the web, the work has just begun. The sites
uploading does not translate to people visiting your site and your church. You can have
to most beautiful site on the Internet, but if people do not find it, all that labor has been
wasted. I personally have experienced this many times through the years. The whole
point of a website is to draw visitors, which we call “traffic.” An inactive site on the web
does not draw traffic and will not be highlighted by search engines. Please do not be
fooled into the thought that now your website is built, visitors will stream into your
church. You will be greatly disappointed.
A church website is a unique labor of love and ministry. It takes time, dedication, and
hard work to maintain just like any other ministry. Which ministry in your church is
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started and left to run all by itself with an expectation to succeed? A church website
should never be put in that category either. It is a window into your church. What are
people seeing?
Getting found on the web is a science in and of itself. Search Engine Optimization
(SEO) is a long, arduous process of consistency, focus, and understanding. It answers
the question, “Now that I have a website, how do I get people to visit it?” Here are a few
thoughts:
Utilizing key words on your site
Naming pictures with your key words
Adding descriptions and meta data to each page
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc…)
Google Business
Google Plus
Google Places
Yelp
A Blog
Two tools NESBC has found to be effective are an active blog and live video services.
First, the blog is a tool that has people return daily. We post Spurgeon’s Morning and
Evening devotionals every day. This is not a time consuming process like one would
think. We also post either a Verse of the Day or a spiritual Quote of the Day. Both are
intended to be attractive and encouraging. Second, we broadcast our Sunday Worship
service and Wednesday Bible Study online. The purpose of broadcasting is not to
replace the necessity of assembling together, but rather give people a window to peer
into our church in real time. Our church attendance has only increased since beginning
this ministry on Facebook Live. It has also allowed us to minister to families who live an
hour away and cannot make it in time to attend a 6:30pm service on Wednesday nights.
Four families are able to assemble and have their own local prayer meeting and Bible
study.
On a personal note, I would be happy to review your church website and answer any
questions you may have. Due to the demands of ministry and life, I am not able to
simply build a new website for you. My hope is that this session will be able to help you
get started in understanding how a church website can be used for God’s glory. Please
take the time to go over the Church Website Evaluation Checklist on the following
pages.
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Church Website Evaluation Checklist
1

Does the website invite a visitor to stay longer than 8 seconds?

2

Is the church name and general location available immediately?

3

Can a visitor immediately find service information?

4

Does a visitor see that the Bible is the focal point of the website?

5

Can a visitor easily contact you?

6

Does a visitor easily know your church philosophy?

7

Is the website written in “Christian-ese”?

8

Is the website clear, well-planned, and organized?

9

Does the website reach the targeted audience?

10 Does the site load quickly and cleanly?
11 What is the theme the website communicates?
12 Do you want to attend a church that has a website that looks like that?
13 Is the homepage too vague or overloaded with information?
14

Is the website about people (the real church), places (a building), or things (a specific
translation of the Bible)?

15

Will a church service visitor recognize people and feel as comfortable as possible
because of the website?

16 Are the strengths of your church shown clearly?
17 Can people identify the pastor?
18

Does the template, design, and color palette communicate pleasantry, warmth, and
friendliness?

19 Does the template, design, and color palette match your ministry?
20

Does the template, design, and color palette match the bulletin, church stationary, and
welcome materials?

21 Have you tested the website on different browsers and devices?
22 Can a website visitor quickly find your meeting location?
23 Is the website up to date with current information?
24 Is the Call to Action clear and working?
25 Does each page have a functioning purpose?
26 Is the website mobile-friendly?
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27

Can I measure whether or not the website is fulfilling it’s purpose?

28

If the website is not fulfilling its purpose, what can be done to correct that?

29

Are there more than 10 navigational links in the navigation bar? If so, simplify.

30

Can a visitor say: “This church is about people, and I already feel I am starting to
know and like some of them. I feel they will welcome me in an un-pressured way,
just as I am, any time I am ready to visit.”

31

Does a visitor say: “This church only seems to portray itself in terms of a formal
program of weekly meetings and a building. It does not tell me anything about the
people there. So I am not sure I would be really welcome, and even if I did go, it
might be very much on their terms. This site is only for the members, not for
outsiders like me.”

32

Has all text added to your site gone through a procedure of proof-reading for typos,
spelling, grammar, and to impose a consistent house-style, and a revision process to
reduce word-count and improve clarity?

33

Does the overall website offer a specific welcome to different categories of people,
such as youth, marrieds with families, different ethnicities, retired people, etc.; and
clearly reflect this diversity of membership within the site content?

34

Is it easy to find news about upcoming events?

35

Is your street address, including state/county/district, postal code, country, and
phone number, shown in the footer of the homepage?

36

Have you submitted the church site address (URL) to the main international search
engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing), secular national and local lists and directories, and
Christian find-a-church directories?

37

Do you analyze your website visitor statistics?

38

Is there a clear street map on your website, which prints well?

39

Do you give clear information about public transport links, road access, and parking
if applicable?

40

Are “contact us” options easy to find: phone, postal address, and email?

41

Does someone normally reply to all incoming calls and emails within one working
day?

42

Is the domain name easy to remember?

43

Are your church members using the website to reach others?

44

Is the domain name printed on every piece of church literature including emails?

45

Does the site look distinctive and yet remain appropriate to the audience and the
church’s mission?

46

Does the text describe the uniqueness of the congregation?

47

Does the web site enhance the ministry of the church or just advertise it?

48

Are there any annoying design elements?18

